
The TOP 60TOP 60 producers will receive an invitation to attend.

SIC-PC-DANUBE FOR AGENT USE ONLY.

All writing agents are eligible to qualify. Qualifying agents must have an active contract with SILAC® Insurance Company and be in good standing at the time of 
the Players Circle agent trip. SILAC will be the sole authority in determining qualifying participants and reserves the exclusive right to determine qualifiers. SILAC 

also reserves the right to modify or cancel the program and to terminate issued premium credits towards the program at any time, for any reason, without notice.  
Applications must be submitted 1/1/2023 - 12/31/2023 and issued by 1/19/2023 to count towards trip premium credits. Split cases are permitted, and the issued 

premium allocated to each agent, for qualification purposes, will match the agreed percentage split. Free Looks and Cancellations will be subtracted from issued 
premium. All chargeback rules apply and all decision by SILAC are final. 

Attendance is by invitation only. Qualifying participants must register to attend. We will send the qualification invitation to the email we have on file. It is the duty 
of the agent to ensure that their email address is updated with SILAC to ensure the invite is deployed and registration can be completed before the deadline. 

The qualifier must attend; no cash equivalent will be offered. Under current tax laws and regulations, gross income includes amounts received as prizes or awards. 
Accordingly, the value of the trip will be treated as additional compensation for purposes of any applicable tax reporting. The qualifier may bring a spouse or one 

adult guest to the agent trip. Although qualifiers may bring children to the agent trip, qualifiers must pay for all expenses incurred by their dependent children, 
including travel and any cost associated with attend the agent trip. 

SILAC® is licensed as SILAC Life Insurance Company in the state of California, license #6244-8.

Join us on our 2024 Players Circle trip as we explore the best of Central Europe 
on a private, LUXURY DANUBE RIVER CRUISELUXURY DANUBE RIVER CRUISE  where we will explore Passau, 
Salzburg, Vienna and Budapest. Get ready to take in spectacular sites, rich with 
history and enjoy wondrous culinary experiences on this once-in-a-lifetime trip.

QUALIFICATIONQUALIFICATION:: $5 Million in issued premium 
Product weights: FIA = 100% MYGA = 50%

QUALIFICATION PERIODQUALIFICATION PERIOD:: Premium must be submitted  
January 1, 2023 - December 31, 2023 and issued by January 19, 2024

JULY 7-14, 2024JULY 7-14, 2024


